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Abstract
We construct maximally supersymmetric gauged N = 16 super-
gravity in three dimensions, thereby obtaining an entirely new class of
AdS supergravities. These models are not derivable from any known
higher-dimensional theory, indicating the existence of a new type of
supergravity beyond D=11. They are expected to be of special im-
portance also for the conjectured AdS/CFT correspondence. One of
their noteworthy features is a nonabelian generalization of the dual-
ity between scalar and vector fields in three dimensions. Among the
possible gauge groups, SO(8)×SO(8) is distinguished as the maximal
compact gauge group, but there are also more exotic possibilities such
as F4(−20)×G2.
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Gauged supergravities have attracted strong interest again recently in
the context of the conjectured duality between AdS supergravities and su-
perconformal quantum field theories on the AdS boundary [1]. Since the
construction of maximal N = 8 gauged supergravity in four dimensions [2]
various maximal gauged supergravities in dimensions D>4 have been shown
to exist [3]. Much less is known, however, about gauged supergravities in di-
mensions D < 4 — despite the fact that the theories admitting AdS3 ground
states are expected to be of particular interest for the AdS/CFT duality due
to the rich and rather well understood structure of two-dimensional super-
conformal field theories. A better understanding of the supergravity side is
of vital importance for any further test of this duality.
In this letter, we construct maximally supersymmetric gauged N = 16
supergravity in three dimensions. This is the most complex and most sym-
metric of all theories of this type known so far (and may remain so in view of
the appearance of the maximal exceptional Lie group E8(8) in it). It gives rise
to an entirely new class of three-dimensional models, none of which is con-
tained in or derivable by any known mechanism from the known supergravity
or superstring theories in higher dimensions. This is all the more remarkable
in view of the fact that these models constitute continuous deformations of a
theory (ungauged N=16 supergravity [4, 5]) that is obtained by a torus com-
pactification of D=11 supergravity [6]. Their existence not only hints at a
new type of supergravity beyond D=11 supergravity, but also indicates that
the framework of theories considered so far in attempts to unify string theo-
ries at the non-perturbative level may be inadequate. Likewise, the boundary
theory associated with our SO(8)×SO(8) gauged supergravity is expected
to enjoy an exceptional status among the superconformal field theories. The
AdS/CFT correspondence indeed suggests a duality with maximally super-
symmetric Yang-Mills theory on the two-dimensional AdS boundary — but
this is just matrix string theory, which itself has been proposed as a candidate
for M theory [7]!
Topological gauged supergravities in three dimensions were constructed
in [8]; these theories are supersymmetric extensions of Chern-Simons (CS)
theories with (p, q) supersymmetry and gauge groups O(p)×O(q), but have no
propagating matter degrees of freedom. Matter coupled gauged supergrav-
ities can, of course, be obtained by direct dimensional reduction of gauged
supergravities in D≥ 4 to three dimensions and below [9]; see also [10] and
[11] for different constructions. However, no such theories preserving the
maximal number of supersymmetries in three dimensions have been known
until now.
The scarcity of results is in part explained by the different status of vec-
tor fields in three dimensions in comparison with their higher dimensional
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relatives, namely their on-shell equivalence with scalar fields via the dual-
ity relation ǫµνρ ∂
ρϕm = ∂[µBν]
m. This relation plays a special role in the
derivation of maximal N = 16 supergravity in three dimensions [4, 5]: in
order to expose its rigid E8(8) symmetry, all vector fields obtained by dimen-
sional reduction of D = 11 supergravity [6] on an 8-torus must be dualized
into scalar fields. Thus an immediate (but, as we will see, only apparent)
obstacle towards the gauging of the maximally extended three-dimensional
supergravity is the a priori absence of vector fields that could be used for
such a gauging. Let us therefore emphasize the main features by which our
construction differs from previous ones:
• The theory makes simultaneous use of both scalar fields and their dual
vectors, which appear via a CS-term in order of the gauge coupling
constant g and therefore do not carry additional physical degrees of
freedom. Their equations of motion yield a non-abelian generalization
of the standard duality relation between scalar and vector fields, such
that a direct elimination of the latter is no longer possible, and would
lead to a non-local theory in terms of the 128 physical scalar fields of
N=16 supergravity.
• Several consistent choices are possible for the gauge group G0 ⊂ E8(8),
although G0 = SO(8)×SO(8) is distinguished as the maximal compact
subgroup of E8(8) that can be made local. The non-compact gauge
groups allowed by our construction do not arise as analytic continua-
tions of a compact subgroup unlike the known non-compact gaugings
in higher dimensions [12].
• Conventional Kaluza Klein compactification of D=11 (or D=10) su-
pergravity cannot give rise to these gauged theories because (i) it would
yield Yang-Mills type theories rather than non-abelian CS theories, and
(ii) there are no 8-manifolds (or 7-manifolds) whose isometry groups
would coincide with any of the possible gauge groups G0.
• Although the rigid E8(8) symmetry is broken, such that the gauged
theory is only invariant under local G0 × SO(16), the construction
makes essential use of properties of the exceptional Lie group E8(8).
In particular, the check of local supersymmetry requires “T -identities”
based on E8(8) analogous to the ones derived in [2].
The physical fields of ungauged maximal N = 16 supergravity in three
dimensions constitute an irreducible supermultiplet with 128 bosons and 128
fermions transforming as inequivalent fundamental spinors of SO(16) (see [5]
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whose conventions and notation we follow). In addition, the theory contains
the dreibein eµ
α and 16 gravitino fields ψIµ. The scalar fields are described by
an element V of the non-compact coset space E8(8)/SO(16) in the fundamen-
tal 248-dimensional representation [4]. The equivalence of the fundamental
and the adjoint representations of E8(8) is expressed by the relation
V−1tA V = VAB t
B . (1)
Indices A, B, . . . here label E8(8) generators t
A (see [13, 14] for our E8(8) con-
ventions and some useful formulas). We split the generators {tA} into 120
compact ones {XIJ} and 128 noncompact ones {Y A}.
N =16 supergravity is invariant under a hidden rigid E8(8) symmetry as
well as a local SO(16) symmetry. The supersymmetry variations are [5]
δeµ
α = iǫ¯IγαψIµ , V
−1δV = ΓI
AA˙
χ¯A˙ǫIY A ,
δ ψIµ = Dµǫ
I , δ χA˙ = i
2
γµǫI ΓI
AA˙
PAµ .
(2)
The scalar fields couple to the fermions via the currents
V−1∂µV =
1
2
QIJµ X
IJ+PAµ Y
A . (3)
where the composite SO(16) connection QIJµ enters the covariant derivative
Dµ in (2) and (9) below.
A central role in our construction is played by the supercovariant duality
relation
ǫµνρ
(
Bνρ
m + 2V mIJ ψ
I
νψ
J
ρ − 2i Γ
I
AA˙
V mA ψ
I
νγρχ
A˙
)
(4)
= 2V mA
(
P µA − ΓI
AA˙
ψ µ IχA˙
)
− i
2
V mIJ Γ
IJ
A˙B˙
χA˙γµχB˙ ,
whose compatibility condition gives rise to the equations of motion for the
scalar fields. At the same time (4) serves to define the dual vector fields Bµ
m
with (abelian) field strengths Bµν
m. Although we are still concerned with
abelian vector fields at this point, we introduce special labels m,n, . . . for the
generators of the gauge group G0 ⊂ E8(8) already here. The gauge group is
properly described by means of its embedding tensor ΘAB, such that
Bµ
mtm ≡ Bµ
AΘAB t
B . (5)
We emphasize that the number of vector fields is not yet specified since it will
depend on the choice of the gauge group G0. Although the duality (4) holds
only on-shell, we shall see that the gauged theory provides a natural off-shell
framework which accommodates both the scalars and their dual vectors.
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Under local supersymmetry the vectors transform as [14]
δBµ
m = − 2V mIJ ǫ
IψIµ + iΓ
I
AA˙
V mA ǫ
Iγµχ
A˙ . (6)
To gauge the theory, we now assume the existence of a suitable subgroup
G0 ⊂ E8(8) with symmetric embedding tensor ΘAB. The possible choices for
G0 will be determined below by demanding consistency and full supersymme-
try of the gauged theory. The first step is the covariantization of derivatives
in (3) according to
V−1DµV ≡ V
−1∂µV + g Bµ
m V−1tm V
= PAµ Y
A + 1
2
QIJµ X
IJ , (7)
with gauge coupling constant g, where we now use projected indices m,n, . . .
for the gauge group. The non-abelian field strength reads
Bµν
m = ∂µBν
m − ∂ν Bµ
m + g fmnpBµ
nBν
p . (8)
The modified currents defined in (7) lead to a first g-dependent modification
of the ungauged Lagrangian [5]
L(0) = −1
4
eR + 1
4
ePµAPAµ +
1
2
ǫλµνψIλDµψ
I
ν
− i
2
eχA˙γµDµχ
A˙ − 1
2
e χA˙γµγνψIµ Γ
I
AA˙
PAν . (9)
Next we observe that the non-abelian extension of the duality relation (4) is
obtained from this Lagrangian if we add the following CS-term for the vector
fields Bµ
m:
L(1)g = −
1
4
g ǫµνρBµ
m
(
∂νBρ m +
1
3
gfmnpBν
nBρ
p
)
(10)
This is very different from the situation in higher dimensions where the vector
fields appear already in the ungauged theory via an abelian kinetic term. By
contrast, we here find that the CS-term (10) induces a nonabelian version of
the duality relation (4) between scalar and vector fields; the latter is simply
obtained by replacing the abelian field strengths by (8), and the current PAµ
by the one defined in (7), with no further modifications. This shows how the
gauged theory brings in the dual vector fields, but without introducing new
propagating degrees of freedom. However, because of the explicit appearance
of the gauge fields on the r.h.s. of the non-abelian duality relation it is no
longer possible to trade the vector fields for scalar fields and thereby eliminate
them, unlike in [15].
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The next steps in the construction are standard [2]: the O(g) terms in
the currents necessitate extra bilinear fermionic terms in the Lagrangian
L(2)g =
1
2
geAIJ1 ψ
I
µ γ
µν ψJν +
+ igeAIA˙2 χ
A˙ γµ ψIµ +
1
2
geAA˙B˙3 χ
A˙ χB˙ , (11)
as well as the following modifications of the fermionic variations:
δgψ
I
µ = ig A
IJ
1 γµǫ
J , δgχ
A˙ = g AIA˙2 ǫ
I . (12)
Here the SO(16) tensors A1,2,3 depend on the scalar fields V in a way that
remains to be specified, and introduce Yukawa-type couplings between the
scalars and the fermions beyond the derivative couplings generated by (3).
At O(g2), supersymmetry demands that we add the scalar potential
L(3)g =
1
8
g2 e
(
AIJ1 A
IJ
1 −
1
2
AIA˙2 A
IA˙
2
)
. (13)
The check of local supersymmetry requires several identities that these
tensors must obey. We here list only the most important ones. They are
V mA Γ
(I
AA˙
A
J)A˙
2 = V
m
IK A
JK
1 + V
m
JK A
IK
1 ,
Γ
[I
AA˙
A
J ]A˙
2 = V
C
IJΘCDV
D
A ,
ΓI
AA˙
AA˙B˙3 Γ
I
B˙B
= 16V CAΘCDV
D
B , (14)
with ΓI
AA˙
AIA˙2 = 0. In addition we have the differential relations
DµA
IJ
1 = Pµ
A Γ
(I
AA˙
A
J)A˙
2 ,
DµA
IA˙
2 =
1
2
Pµ
A
(
ΓI
AB˙
AA˙B˙3 + Γ
J
AA˙
AIJ1
)
− 1
2
Pµ
A ΓI
BA˙
V AAΘABV
B
B , (15)
and the quadratic identities
AIK1 A
KJ
1 −
1
2
AIA˙2 A
JA˙
2
= 1
16
δIJ
(
AKL1 A
KL
1 −
1
2
AKA˙2 A
KA˙
2
)
,
3AIJ1 A
JA˙
2 − A
IB˙
2 A
A˙B˙
3
= 1
16
ΓI
AA˙
ΓJ
AB˙
(
3AJK1 A
KB˙
2 −A
JC˙
2 A
B˙C˙
3
)
. (16)
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Remarkably, the SO(16) representations of the tensors A1,2,3 combine into a
representation of E8(8) according to 135 ⊕ 1820 ⊕ 1920 = 3875, with the
possibility of an extra singlet in the trace parts of AIJ1 and A
A˙B˙
3 . Apart from
the extra singlet, this is analogous to the situation in D=4 and D= 5, where
the Yukawa couplings are given by tensors transforming in the 912 of E7(7)
[16] and in the 351 of E6(6) [17], respectively.
By a lengthy calculation we can now establish that the full Lagrangian
L = L(0) + L(1)g + L
(2)
g + L
(3)
g , (17)
is indeed supersymmetric provided the tensors A1,2,3 solve equations (14)–
(16). In the limit g→ 0 one re-obtains the ungauged theory of ref.[5]. Fur-
thermore, the N = 16 superalgebra closes in the usual way, except for an
extra non-abelian G0–gauge transformation with parameter
Λm = 2V mIJ ǫ
I
1ǫ
J
2 + iBµ
m ǫI1γ
µǫI2 . (18)
The main task is now to ascertain that the relations (14)–(16) do admit
nontrivial solutions, and to determine the possible gauge groups G0. Any
subgroup G0 ⊂ E8(8) is characterized by its embedding tensor ΘAB (cf. (5))
which decomposes as
ΘAB = θ ηAB +Θ
3875
AB
+Θ27000
AB
, (19)
with the (indefinite) E8(8) Cartan-Killing metric ηAB, in accordance with the
symmetric E8(8) tensor product
(248× 248)sym = 1+ 3875 + 27000 . (20)
Guided by [2] we define the T -tensor by
TA|B ≡ V
C
AV
D
B ΘCD , (21)
and note that equations (14) define the SO(16) tensors A1,2,3 as functions
of TA|B (unlike the cubic expressions in [2] and [17], the T -tensor (21) is
quadratic in V due to (1)). As the tensors A1,2,3 combine into the 3875(+1)
representation(s) of E8(8), the equations (14)–(16) can only be consistent
if the 27000 is absent in (21), which in turn requires ΘAB to satisfy the
condition
Θ27000
AB
= 0 ⇐⇒ ΘAB = θ ηAB +Θ
3875
AB
. (22)
If (22) is satisfied, the tensors A1,2,3 which solve equations (14)–(16) are given
by
AIJ1 = −θ δIJ −
1
7
V CIKV
D
KJ Θ
3875
CD
,
AIA˙2 = −
1
7
ΓJ
AA˙
V CIJV
D
AΘ
3875
CD
,
AA˙B˙3 = 2θ δA˙B˙ +
1
48
ΓIJKL
A˙B˙
V CIJV
D
KLΘ
3875
CD
. (23)
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as can be shown by a rather lengthy computation which relies in particular
on the form of the projectors onto the irreducible parts of its tensor products
[13]. Thus, (22) encodes the complete set of consistency equations for the
gauged theory, thereby reducing the differential and bilinear identities for
the a priori unknown tensors A1,2,3 to a single linear algebraic equation for
the embedding tensor ΘAB. The formulation of this equation as a projection
condition allows to select the admissible gauge subgroups of E8(8) by purely
group theoretical arguments. We shall not aim for a complete classification
of the solutions of (22) here, but rather discuss the most important examples.
The maximal compact subgroup of E8(8) satisfying the condition (22) is
SO(16) ⊃ G0 = SO(8)× SO(8) , (24)
where the ratio of coupling constants of the two factors is g1/g2 = −1 such
that the trace part θ of ΘAB vanishes. The embedding tensor for SO(8)×
SO(8) is explicitly given by
ΘIJ,KL = δI[K εL]J , ΘIJ,A = 0 = ΘA,B ,
with εIJ = diag (I,−I) , (25)
with a 16→ 8+8 split of the indices I, J . This tensor transforms in the 135
under SO(16) and automatically satisfies (22), because there is no 135 in
the 27000 of E8(8). By contrast, no SO(9) subgroup of SO(16) satisfies (22),
in agreement with the fact that there is no S8 compactification of D = 11
supergravity to three dimensions. Likewise, it may be shown that apart
from (24) none of its maximal compact subgroups of type SO(p)×SO(16−p)
satisfies (22).
Among the maximal subgroups of E8(8), we have found three possible
noncompact gauge groups
G0 = E7(−5) × SU(2) with (gSU(2)/gE7) = −3 ,
G0 = E6(−14) × SU(3) with (gSU(3)/gE6) = −2 ,
G0 = F4(−20) ×G2 with (gG2/gF4) = −3/2 , (26)
all of which have nonvanishing trace θ. A further and “extremal” solution to
(22) is G0 = E8(8) with ΘAB = θ ηAB.
An immediate question concerns the possible existence of AdS3 ground
states with additional symmetries. The fact that d=11 supergravity does not
appear to admit compactifications of this type indicates that the potential
(13) does not possess fully supersymmetric stationary points [18]. Inspection
of the supersymmetry variations (2) and (12) reveals that an N=16 invariant
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AdS3 ground state can only exist if A
IJ
1 ∝ δIJ , i.e. if the trace of ΘAB does
not vanish. Therefore the SO(8)×SO(8) gauged theory (24) indeed cannot
have a fully supersymmetric ground state; rather, its maximally symmetric
ground state is characterized by V = I248, which by (23) implies
AIJ1 = −
1
7
εIJ , A
IA˙
2 = 0 , A
A˙B˙
3 = 0 , (27)
with εIJ from (25). The Lagrangian (17) then reduces to the (8, 8) CS-
theory of [8] and reproduces the vacuum found there. On the other hand,
the truncation of the gauge group SO(8)×SO(8) to its diagonal subgroup is
presumably related to the theory obtained by direct reduction of the D=4
gauged theory, which no longer exhibits an SO(8) invariant AdS but rather a
domain wall ground state [9]. Pursuing an analysis of the full theory along the
lines of [19] should allow one to understand in detail the presumed relation
to the matrix string theory [7] on the boundary.
Finally, dimensional reduction of the gauged theories (17) yields maximal
gauged supergravities in two dimensions as well. In this reduction, the vector
fields Bµ
m give rise not only to two-dimensional vectors, but also to the dual
scalar fields at the bottom of the infinite tower of dual potentials generated
by the E9(9) symmetry of N = 16, D = 2 supergravity. It would be most
interesting to see whether our construction can be extended to yield gauged
supergravities in two dimensions with infinite-dimensional gauge groups.
A detailed account of our results will be presented elsewhere. This work
was supported in part by the European Union under Contract No. HPRN-
CT-2000-00122.
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